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Gene editing following designer nuclease cleavage in the pres-
ence of a DNA donor template can revert mutations in disease-
causing genes. For optimal benefit, reversion of the point muta-
tion in HBB leading to sickle cell disease (SCD) would permit
precise homology-directed repair (HDR) while concurrently
limiting on-target non-homologous end joining (NHEJ)-based
HBB disruption. In this study, we directly compared the relative
efficiency of co-delivery of a novel CRISPR/Cas9 ribonucleopro-
tein targetingHBB in association with recombinant adeno-asso-
ciated virus 6 (rAAV6) versus single-stranded oligodeoxynucleo-
tides (ssODNs) to introduce the sickle mutation (GTC or GTG;
encodingE6V) or a silent change (GAA; encodingE6optE) inhu-
man CD34+ mobilized peripheral blood stem cells (mPBSCs)
derived from healthy donors. In vitro, rAAV6 outperformed
ssODN donor template delivery and mediated greater HDR
correction, leading to both higher HDR rates and a higher
HDR:NHEJ ratio. In contrast, at 12–14 weeks post-transplant
into recipient, immunodeficient, NOD, B6, SCID Il2rg�/�

Kit(W41/W41) (NBSGW) mice, a �6-fold higher proportion
of ssODN-modified cells persisted in vivo compared to recipients
of rAAV6-modified mPBSCs. Together, our findings highlight
thatmethodology for donor template deliverymarkedly impacts
long-term persistence ofHBB gene-modified mPBSCs, and they
suggest that the ssODNplatform is likely to bemost amenable to
direct clinical translation.
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INTRODUCTION
Sickle cell disease (SCD) is caused by a single-nucleotide transversion
that increases the hydrophobicity of adult globin (bA) and renders it
susceptible to polymerization. Patients with SCD have increased
morbidity and a reduced lifespan.1–4 While curative treatment can
be achieved through human leukocyte antigen (HLA)-matched allo-
geneic transplant from a healthy donor, the availability of HLA-
matched donors is limited, and the outcomes are complicated by
the possibility of graft-versus-host disease (GvHD) and short-term
and long-term impacts following higher intensity myelo-ablative con-
ditioning.5–8 Gene editing in autologous stem cells could circumvent
the limitation of HLA-matched donor availability, directly correcting
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the disease-causing mutation in self-renewing stem cells and miti-
gating the historical risk of random integration posed by early viral
vectors.9–13 Recent advances in lentiviral-based gene therapy have
begun to provide significant therapeutic benefit in globin disorders,
including SCD, leading to increased transfusion independence and
improved quality of life.14–16 As a next step forward in this therapeu-
tic arena, site-specific gene repair using the delivery of a donor tem-
plate in association with ribonucleoprotein (RNP)-mediated DNA
cleavage comprises an attractive next-generation approach, as it has
the advantage of reversing the SCD mutation in a targeted manner.

Gene editing requires a site-specific endonuclease that creates a dou-
ble-stranded break (DSB) that is resolved by cellular DNA repair
machinery as seamless repair, error-prone non-homologous end
joining (NHEJ), or precise homology-directed repair (HDR) in the
presence of a DNA donor template. These repair outcomes are mark-
edly influenced by the stage of the cell cycle. DSBs in quiescent stem
cells in the G0/G1 phase are primarily resolved as NHEJ, whereas res-
olution by HDR requires entry into the S/G2 phase.17–19 These repair
outcomes are mutually exclusive, and, therefore, they compete for
overall outcome within individual hematopoietic stem cells (HSCs)
and across the HSC population.

Several groups have shown that the SCD mutation in exon 1 of the
HBB gene can be corrected by HDR utilizing designer nucleases,
including zinc-finger nuclease (ZFN) mRNA, transcription acti-
vator-like effector nucleases (TALENs), and CRISPR/Cas9, in combi-
nation with alternative methods for co-delivery of a DNA repair
template, including integrase-defective lentiviral vectors (IDLVs),
recombinant adeno-associated virus 6 (rAAV6), and single-stranded
oligodeoxynucleotides (ssODNs).20–23 Of these approaches, rAAV6
and ssODNs comprise the most efficient donor template delivery
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Figure 1. Screening of Nucleases to Create DSBs in

Exon 1 of the HBB Gene

(A) Schematic representation of the genomic HBB gene

showing the location of sgRNA-binding sites. A nucleo-

tide substitution from GAG (codon 6 in red) to GTC or

GTG changes the amino acid from glutamate to valine

and causes SCD. (B) Optimizing the Cas9:sgRNA ratio to

maximize editing efficiency in mPBSCs. NHEJ rates were

analyzed by TIDE/ICE sequencing (Cas9:sgRNA ratio of

1:1 [40 pmol each], donor n = 2 or ratio of 1:2.5 [20 pmol

of Cas9 and 50 pmol of sgRNA], donor n = 15). (C)

Evaluating on-target disruption at HBB and possible off-

target disruption at HBD by MiSeq analysis in mPBSCs

using sgRNA-g1 delivered as RNP (donor n = 7). All bar

graphs show mean ± SD. *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p <

0.001, ****p < 0.0001. p value was calculated by

comparing each sample mean with the respective control

sample mean by two-way ANOVAwith Dunnett’s multiple

comparison. See also Figure S1 and Table S2.
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platforms. However, total editing outcomes, including the frequency
of precise HDR versus NHEJ, have not been simultaneously
compared for rAAV6 and ssODN donor template delivery methods.
Importantly, to be clinically relevant and therapeutic, high-fidelity
HDR outcomes must proportionately exceed the error-prone NHEJ
that improperly repairs DSBs and causes genomic instability at the
HBB gene.

To better understand the role of donor template delivery in (1) the
proportion of HDR and NHEJ outcomes, (2) preserving the integrity
and long-term engraftment potential of the HSC compartment after
editing, and (3) altering the longitudinal persistence of edited cells,
we directly assessed different methods of donor template delivery
in vitro and in vivo in adult CD34+ mobilized peripheral blood
stem cells (mPBSCs). This study was designed as a proof of concept,
where either a sickle mutation (GTC or GTG; encoding Glutamate to
Valine change [E6V]) or a silent change (GAA; encoding Glutamate
to Glutamate [E6optE]) was introduced into healthy donor mPBSCs.
Following RNP-mediated disruption of exon 1 ofHBB and alternative
donor template delivery, we assessed the outcome of gene editing
using molecular analysis via droplet digital PCR (ddPCR) and globin
expression via the induction of sickle globin (bS; in the case of GTC or
GTG change, E6V) or restoration of adult globin (bA; in the case of
GAA change, E6optE) as a functional outcome. Using these ap-
proaches, we directly compared the outcome of alternative delivery
platforms.

Our in vitro data demonstrated superiority for rAAV6 delivery, lead-
ing to proportionately greater HDR than NHEJ, whereas ssODN
donor template delivery introduced significantly more NHEJ than
HDR. In parallel, we performed a longitudinal assessment of engraft-
ment and persistence of transplanted HDR-edited HSCs containing
the GTC change (E6V). In contrast to our in vitro findings, a much
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greater percentage of cells modified by ssODN donor template per-
sisted at 12–14 weeks in the bone marrow (BM) of NOD, B6, SCID
Il2rg�/� Kit(W41/W41) (NBSGW) recipient mice. Taken together,
our findings provide an important functional assessment of alterna-
tive methods for HDR-based gene editing, and they help to inform
the pathway to future clinical translation.

RESULTS
Optimizing Nuclease Efficiency in CD34 Cells

A nuclease screen was conducted to identify methods to efficiently
create DSBs within exon 1 of theHBB gene (Figure 1A). The cleavage
efficiencies of single-guide RNAs (sgRNAs) delivered as RNP com-
plexes were evaluated in healthy human CD34+mPBSCs. In the initial
nuclease screen, RNP delivery of a series of candidate sgRNAs was
tested at a Cas9:sgRNA ratio of 1:1, and it identified guide 4 (g4),
g5, g6, and g1 as most efficient at creating DSBs (Figure S1A). Based
on these findings, we optimized sgRNA-g1, as it created a DSB adja-
cent to codon 6, the site of the SCD mutation. sgRNA-g6 (G10), used
by other groups,21,22,24 was also extensively tested in parallel.

Upon testing both guides at a Cas9:sgRNA ratio of 1:2.5 with the
Neon transfection system, total editing rates doubled for sgRNA-g1
(g1, increased from 17.8% ± 4.4% to 35.2% ± 10.6%; g6, 26.7% ±

1.6% to 38.3% ± 8.7%; Figure 1B). The on-target HBB disruption
for sgRNA-g1 by MiSeq analysis was 38.7% ± 12.2% (n = 7 donors),
and off-target HBD disruption was 0.129% ± 0.01% (Figure 1C). The
top 5 off-target genes predicted by consensus constrained topology
(CCTOP)25 for sgRNA-g1 showed no insertions or deletions (indels)
by T7 endonuclease assay (Table 1; Figure S1B) and tracking of indels
by decomposition (TIDE) sequencing (Figure S1C). Overall editing
rates increased by �2.5-fold with use of a nucleofection system
(Lonza; 86% ± 2.6%, n = 3 donors) compared to the electroporation
system (Neon; 35.2% ± 10.6%, n = 15 donors; Figure S1D).



Table 1. Off-Target Genes Predicted by the CCTOP Algorithm

Gene Chr Start End Strand MM Target Sequence PAM Position Gene Gene ID

OT-1 8 141103484 141103506 + 4 TGAGCGGCAGAGTTCTCCTC CGG inter-genic DENND3 ENSG00000105339

OT-2 19 11493685 11493707 + 4 CTGACCCCAGACTTCTCCTC AGG intronic MIR7974 ENSG00000274713

OT-3 3 182066120 182066142 � 3 TTAAAGGAAGACTTCTCCTC AGG inter-genic LINC01206 ENSG00000242512

OT-4 11 5234396 5234418 + 4 TTGACAGCAGTCTTCTCCTC AGG exonic HBD ENSG00000223609

OT-5 6 158475230 158475252 � 4 GGAGGGGCAGGCTTCTCCTC TGG intronic TULP4 ENSG00000130338

HBB 11 5226984 5227006 + 0 GTAACGGCAGACTTCTCCTC AGG exonic HBB ENSG00000244734

The prediction of potential off-targets were done using CC-TOP algorithm.25 Chr, chromosome number; MM, mismatch in guide sequence; PAM, protospacer adjacent motif.
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Introducing the GTC Change through rAAV6 Donor Template

Delivery

Based on our previous data and work from other groups in achieving
efficient HDR,26–29 we constructed an rAAV6 vector with 2.2-kb
homology arms designed to introduce either a GTC (encoding
E6V) or a silent change GAA (encoding E6optE) at codon 6 of
exon 1 of theHBB gene. The design was focused on preserving intron
1 and native promoter and/or enhancer regions to maximize tran-
scription and translation (Figure 2A). The experimental timeline is
shown in Figure 2B.

Testing the GTC (encoding E6V) rAAV6 donor template (3% culture
volume) following RNP-mediated cleavage resulted in HDR rates of
37.5% ± 15% and residual NHEJ rates of 12.7% ± 5.3% (Figure 2C).
Testing of GTC (encoding E6V) rAAV6 with both the electroporation
and nucleofection systems demonstrated that increases in total editing
rates led to increases in rates of both HDR and residual NHEJ (Fig-
ure S2A). The HDR and residual NHEJ rates measured when RNP
was co-delivered with GTC rAAV6 were additionally validated by
colony sequencing (30.8%± 6.3%HDR, 17.9%± 7.2%NHEJ, n = 5 do-
nors; Figure S2B). Cell viability after electroporation and transduction
with 3% culture volume of GTC rAAV6was on an average 79.2% (Fig-
ure S2C). Globin sub-types were measured in differentiated erythroid
precursors by reverse-phase high-performance liquid chromatography
(RP-HPLC). Editing alone and editing in the presence of GTC rAAV6
led to a significant decrease in bA (82% to 54%± 16%, usingNeon) and
2-fold increases in gA (HBG1) and gG (HBG2). Co-delivery of RNP
and 3%GTC rAAV6 led to 28.4% ± 9.8% bS expression (n = 6 donors;
Figure 2D). The globin tetramers in erythroid cells generated following
co-delivery of RNP and GTC rAAV6 (encoding E6V) were measured
by ion-exchange chromatography (IEC). A decrease in adult hemoglo-
bin (HbA) and a dose-dependent increase in sickle hemoglobin (HbS)
tetramers (15.8%) was observed with co-delivery of RNP and 3%GTC
rAAV6 (Figure S2D). A sample chromatogram of GTC (encoding
E6V) rAAV6-treated cells by RP-HPLC analysis confirmed the
presence of a 38.6% bs peak (Figure S3).

Introducing the GAA Change through rAAV6 Donor Template

Delivery

Introduction of the sickle mutation in normal cells does not assess the
potential to revert the mutation in patient cells, and it might also alter
the fitness of edited erythroid progenitors. In lieu of studies using
HSCs from SCD subjects, we next tested the introduction of a silent
change (GAA, encoding E6optE). Testing the GAA (encoding
E6optE) rAAV6 donor template (1% culture volume) co-delivered
with RNP resulted in HDR rates of 37.5% ± 6% and NHEJ rates of
43.7% ± 11.5% (Figure 2E). Of note, the increase in total NHEJ events
using co-delivery of RNP and GAA (encoding E6optE) rAAV6
compared with the co-delivery of RNP and GTC (encoding E6V)
rAAV6 cassettes likely reflects an increase in overall editing rates
using the nucleofection system. While our data for GTC (encoding
E6V) rAAV6 editing included experiments using both Neon (n =
3) and Lonza (n = 1), GAA (encoding E6optE) rAAV6 co-delivery
was tested exclusively with the Lonza system (n = 3).

Cell viability after electroporation and transduction with 1% GAA
(encoding E6optE) rAAV6 was on an average 60% (Figure S2C).
RP-HPLC analysis identified a marked decrease in bA levels (from
82% in control cells to 16.9% ± 15% in RNP-edited cells) and
3-fold increases in gA (HBG1) and gG (HBG2) in the RNP-edited
samples. In contrast, co-delivery of RNP and 1% GAA (encoding
E6optE) rAAV6 led to a less robust reduction in bA levels (54.2% ±

10% bA expression, n = 3; Figure 2F) and less prominent increases
in gA (HBG1) and gG (HBG2). The retention of bA expression
following co-delivery of RNP and GAA (encoding E6optE) rAAV6
can be ascribed to AAV-mediated HDR. Consistent with this conclu-
sion, RP-HPLC analysis of cells treated with co-delivery of RNP and
GAA (encoding E6optE) rAAV6 showed 64.7% bA after HDR (Fig-
ure S4). Taken together, our findings demonstrate the capacity of
RNP and rAAV6 co-delivery to promote high levels of HDR in
exon 1 of HBB, leading to either an introduction of sickle mutation
or a silent mutation designed to revert the sickle mutation in
patient cells.

Introducing the GTC Change through ssODN Donor Template

Delivery

We next performed experiments assessing the efficiency of co-deliv-
ery of RNP and ssODNs to introduce the identical nucleotide changes
achieved using rAAV6 in mPBSCs. Alternative 168-bp ssODNs were
designed to generate a GTG (encoding E6V), GTC (encoding E6V),
or GAA (encoding E6optE) nucleotide change (Figure 3A). The
experimental timeline is shown in Figure 3B.
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Figure 2. Homology-Directed Repair at the HBB Nuclease Target Site Using rAAV6 Donor Template

(A) Schematic representation of rAAV6 cassettes designed to drive either a GTC (E6V) introducing a sickle mutation or a GAA (E6optE) introducing a codon-optimized change at

codon 6 by HDR. (B) Experimental timeline for testing gene editing with RNP and rAAV6 delivery followed by erythroid differentiation in mPBSCs. (C) WT (%) and HDR (%)

measured by ddPCR and NHEJ (%) measured by ICE sequencing, respectively, following electroporation with RNP alone, transduction with rAAV6 donor template alone, or

co-delivery of RNP andGTC (E6V) rAAV6 donor template, at the indicated concentrations (donor n = 4). (D) RP-HPLCanalysis of erythroid cells tomeasure b-globin expression in

cells treatedwith RNP only, rAAV6 only, or RNP plus GTC (E6V) rAAV6 (donor n = 7). (E) WT (%) and HDR (%)measured by ddPCR andNHEJ (%) measured by ICE sequencing,

respectively, following electroporation with RNP alone, transduction with rAAV6 donor template alone, or co-delivery of RNP and GAA (E6optE) rAAV6 donor template, at the

indicated concentrations (1% rAAV6; donor n = 3). (F) RP-HPLCanalysis of erythroid cells tomeasure b-globin expression in cells treated with RNP only, rAAV6 only, or RNP plus

GAA (E6optE) rAAV6 (donor n = 3). bA, adult globin; bS, sickle globin; gG, gamma 2; gA, gamma 1. All bar graphs show mean ± SD. *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001, ****p <

0.0001. p valuewas calculated by comparing each samplemean of NHEJ (%), HDR (%),WT (%), or globin sub-type (%) with the respective NHEJ (%), HDR (%),WT (%), or globin

sub-type (%) of themock sample by two-way ANOVAwith Dunnett’smultiple comparison. Asterisks are colormatched to the respective mock sample. See also Figures S2–S4.
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There was a dose-dependent increase in cytotoxicity with increasing
concentrations of ssODN tested (Figure S5A). The HDR gene conver-
sion rate following co-delivery of RNP and 50 pmol ssODN was
11.9% ± 3.4% for the GTC ODN and 17% ± 4.3% for the GTG
ODN, and the residual NHEJ was 17.4% ± 17.5% and 20.0% ±

1.7%, respectively (Figures 3C and S5B). The HDR and NHEJ rates
for 50 pmol GTG ssODN (encoding E6V) were further validated by
colony sequencing and were 12.6% ± 8.8% and 30.1% ± 12.4%,
respectively (Figure S5C).

Globin sub-types were assessed by RP-HPLC. We observed a signif-
icant decrease in bA and 1.5-fold increases in gA (HBG1) and gG

(HBG2) following RNP-mediated disruption. The co-delivery of
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RNP and varying concentrations of ssODN led to a dose-dependent
increase in sickle globin expression, with optimal bS expression
with 50 pmol GTC (encoding E6V) ssODN (Figure 3D) and GTG
ssODN (Figure S5D). Editing with GTC (encoding E6V) ssODN re-
sulted in 5.2% bS expression (50 pmol, n = 5; Figure 3D), and editing
with GTG (encoding E6V) ssODN resulted in 5.3% bS expression
(50 pmol, n = 3), respectively (Figure S5D). Consistent with these
averages, a sample chromatogram derived from differentiated
erythroid cells demonstrated 8.9% bS expression with GTC (encoding
E6V) ssODN (Figure S6) and 9.2% bS with GTG (encoding E6V)
ssODN (Figure S7). A direct comparison of editing in mPBSCs
from the same donor using GTC ssODN versus rAAV6 demonstrated
8.9% versus 24.5% bS expression, respectively (Figure S6).



Figure 3. Homology-Directed Repair at the HBB Nuclease Target Site Using ssODN Donor Template

(A) Schematic representation of ssODN cassette designed to drive either a GTC (E6V) introducing a sickle mutation or a GAA (E6optE) introducing a codon-optimized change

at codon 6 by HDR. (B) Experimental timeline for testing gene editing with RNP and ssODN delivery followed by erythroid differentiation in mPBSCs. (C) WT (%) and HDR (%)

measured by ddPCR and NHEJ (%) measured by ICE sequencing, respectively, following electroporation with RNP alone or co-delivery of RNP and GTC (E6V) ssODN donor

template, at the indicated concentrations (50 pmol ssODNs, donor n = 5). (D) RP-HPLC analysis of erythroid cells to measure b-globin expression in cells treated with RNP

only or RNP plus GTC (E6V) ssODNs (50 pmol ssODNs, donor n = 5). (E) WT (%) and HDR (%) measured by ddPCR and NHEJ (%) measured by ICE sequencing, respectively,

following electroporation with RNP alone or co-delivery of RNP and GAA (E6optE) ssODNs, at the indicated concentrations (50 pmol ssODNs, donor n = 8). (F) RP-HPLC

analysis of erythroid cells tomeasure b-globin expression in cells treated with RNP only or RNP plus GAA (E6optE) ssODNs (50 pmol ssODNs, donor n = 6). a, alpha; bA, adult;

bS, sickle; gG, gamma 2; gA, gamma 1. All bar graphs showmean ± SD. *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001, ****p < 0.0001. p value was calculated by comparing each sample

mean of NHEJ (%), HDR (%),WT (%), or globin sub-type (%) with the respective NHEJ (%), HDR (%),WT (%), or% globin sub-type (%) of themock sample by two-way ANOVA

with Dunnett’s multiple comparison. Asterisks are color matched to the respective mock sample. See also Figures S5–S8.
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Introducing the GAA Change through ssODN Donor Template

Delivery

Consistent with our experiments using rAAV6 donor templates, we
also tested the introduction of a silent change (GAA, encoding
E6optE). Co-delivery of RNP and 50 pmol GAA (encoding E6optE)
ssODN resulted in an HDR gene conversion rate of 24.5% ± 7.6%
with residual NHEJ rates of 44% ± 13.8% (Figure 3E).With increasing
concentrations of ssODN, a dose-dependent increase in HDR and a
corresponding decrease in NHEJ were observed with both the Neon
and Lonza systems (Figure S5E). Editing outcomes following use of
the Neon electroporation system were also validated by colony
sequencing, demonstrating HDR rates of 10.6% ± 2.8% and residual
NHEJ rates of 35.5% ± 8.6% (Figure S5C).

Globin sub-types in differentiated erythroid pellets were measured,
and a significant decrease in bA (25.7%, n = 6 donors) and 1.5- to
3-fold increases in gA (HBG1) and gG (HBG2) were observed with
RNP-mediated disruption. In contrast, use of the GAA (encoding
E6optE) ssODN donor template retained bA expression at 58.4%
(n = 6 donors; Figure 3F). A sample chromatogram, showing globin
sub-types in edited differentiated erythroid cells, demonstrates an in-
crease from 0% HbA in RNP-disrupted samples to 75.6% following
Molecular Therapy: Nucleic Acids Vol. 17 September 2019 281
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Figure 4. Comparison of Outcomes of ssODN and rAAV6 Donor Template Delivery Methods by MiSeq Analysis

(A) Quantification of HDR versus NHEJ edits by MiSeq analysis in cells treated with GTC (E6V) rAAV6 (n = 6) versus ssODNs (using GTC [E6V, n = 8], GTG [E6V, n = 3], or GAA

[E6optE, n = 2] ssODNs). (B) Indel spectrum analysis by MiSeq comparing RNP-mediated editing alone to residual indels present in cells after the promotion of HDR with

either rAAV6 or ssODN delivery (donor n = 6). (C) The various gene-editing outcomes, WT, NHEJ (insertion, substitution, deletion), and HDR, measured in the following

samples: mock, RNP alone, and co-delivery of RNP with rAAV6 and RNP with ssODNs. The samples analyzed were the pre-transplant input and in vitro-edited samples

analyzed on day 14 post-editing (n = 6). All bar graphs showmean ± SD. *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001, ****p < 0.0001. p value was calculated by comparing each sample

mean of NHEJ (%) and HDR (%) with the respective NHEJ (%) and HDR (%) of the mock sample by two-way ANOVA with Dunnett’s multiple comparison. Asterisks are color

matched to the respective mock sample. See also Figure S9.
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the co-delivery of RNP and GAA (encoding E6optE) ssODN (Fig-
ure S9). A direct comparison of RNP-only edited mPBSCs versus cells
edited using the co-delivery of RNP andHDR donor template showed
an increase in HbA expression from 0% to 75.6% and 64.7% for GAA
ssODN and rAAV6 donor templates, respectively (Figure S9).

Comparison of ssODN and rAAV6 Donor Template Delivery

Methods by MiSeq Analysis

To further assess gene-editing efficiencies achieved using our alterna-
tive platforms, we used MiSeq analysis to validate the editing
outcomes. The HDR and NHEJ rates achieved using the Neon elec-
troporation system for RNP co-delivery in association with all ssODN
donor templates versus GTC (encoding E6V) rAAV6 donor tem-
plates were assessed. An average of 107,799 pairwise-aligned reads
was obtained from each in vitro sample (Figure S9A). The data clearly
demonstrate that the rAAV6 donor template drives higher levels of
HDR than NHEJ (GTC rAAV6: 27.8% HDR and 16% NHEJ) and
282 Molecular Therapy: Nucleic Acids Vol. 17 September 2019
that ssODN delivery drives higher levels of NHEJ than HDR (GTC
ssODN: 14.3% HDR and 19.6% NHEJ) in vitro (Figures 4A–4C).

Analyzing the indel spectrum produced, RNP alone resulted in 60.4%
deletions (primarily �3-, �1-, �5-, �6-, and �12-bp deletions) along
with 2% insertions.Co-deliveryof adonor templatewithRNPdecreased
the indel spectrum to primarily �3- and �1-bp deletions (Figures 4B
and S9B). Wild-type (WT), NHEJ with deletions, and HDR alleles
were observed in both rAAV6-edited and ssODN-edited samples (Fig-
ure 4C). Crispresso30 analysis identified that rAAV6 donor template de-
livery resulted in fewer frameshiftmutations (8.6% in vitro) compared to
ssODN donor template delivery (12.2% in vitro; Figure S9C).

Impact of ssODN versus rAAV6 Delivery on Sustained

Engraftment of HDR-Edited Cells In Vivo

To understand the role of alternative donor template platforms in
altering the long-term engraftment potential of HDR-edited



Figure 5. Engraftment Potential of rAAV6- versus ssODN-Edited HSCs

(A) Experimental timeline for testing gene editing with GTC (E6V) rAAV6- or ssODN-treated cells in vitro in mPBSCs and in vivo in the NBSGW mouse model. Red lines

indicate placement of cells in erythroid differentiation conditions. (B) Human cell (hCD45+) chimerism in the BM and spleen at days 84–96, with gating based on

forward scatter (FSC), side scatter (SSC), and single cells. (C) Human CD19+ and CD33+ subsets within the BM hCD45+ population. (D) Human CD235+ cells in the

BM gated on the mCD45� population. The BM cells were cultured ex vivo for 14 days in erythroid differentiation media, and CD235+ (ex vivo) was measured by flow

cytometry. (E) Proportion of human CD34+ and CD34+CD38lo cells within the BM hCD45+ population. (F) HDR rates determined by ddPCR within the GTC (E6V)

rAAV6- or ssODN-treated input cells (day 14, n = 4 transplants, single donor), at 3 weeks post-transplant (day 21, n = 2), and at 12–14 weeks post-transplantation

(days 84–96; mock n = 8, RNP + rAAV6 n = 17, RNP + ssODN n = 18). (G) NHEJ rates determined by ICE sequencing for GTC (E6V) rAAV6- or ssODN-treated input

cells (day 14), at 3 weeks (day 21) post-transplant, and at 12–14 weeks (days 84–96) post-transplant. All bar graphs show mean ± SD. ns, not significant; *p < 0.05,

**p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001, ****p < 0.0001. p value was calculated by comparing each sample mean of NHEJ (%), HDR (%), and WT (%) with the respective NHEJ (%),

HDR (%), and WT (%) of the mock sample by two-way ANOVA with Dunnett’s multiple comparison. Asterisks are color matched to the respective mock sample.

See also Figures S10–S15.
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CD34+ cells, healthy control mPBSCs edited to introduce the GTC
(encoding E6V) change were transplanted into busulfan-condi-
tioned (12.5–25 mg/kg) NBSGW recipient mice, an immunodefi-
cient strain that permits the development of a human erythroid
compartment. Cells, derived from identical donors, edited with
each platform (2 � 106 cells) were transplanted at day 1 following
electroporation. Transplanted animals were assessed over time and
evaluated at 3 or 12–14 weeks for human cell engraftment in the
BM and spleen (Figure 5A).
Human chimerism was comparable for NBSGW recipients of mock-
or ssODN-edited cells. In contrast, a significant decrease in human
(h)CD45+ cell engraftment was observed in recipients of rAAV6-
edited cells (Figure 5B). No decline in hCD45+ cell engraftment was
observed at 14 weeks in animals that received cells transduced with
rAAV6 alone (without RNP co-delivery; data not shown). Addition-
ally, the proportion of CD19+ B cells was modestly increased in the
rAAV6-edited group, suggesting skewing toward more differentiated
progeny (Figure 5C). Other lineages, including myeloid (CD33+),
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T (CD3+), and erythroid (CD235+) cells, were represented equiva-
lently across cohorts (Figures 5C, 5D, and S10A–S10C).

Cells isolated from the BM were cultured in erythroid differentiation
media for 2 weeks after harvest to permit expansion of CD235+ cells
(with an increase from 4.01% at harvest to 27.6% CD235+ in ex vivo
cultures; Figure 5D). Representative flow plots of edited donor cells
pre- and post-transplant revealed equivalent proportions of primitive
HSC sub-populations, including CD34+, CD34+CD38lo, and CD34+-

CD38loCD133+CD90+ cells (Figures 5E, S11A, and S11B).

The input HDR rates (day 14 in culture) across 4 transplants were
24.28% ± 7.5% and 17.5% ± 6% for rAAV6 and ssODN delivery
methods, respectively. HDR-edited cells in the BM at 3 weeks post-
transplant declined to 13.58% ± 0.16% and 15.19% ± 2.8% (n = 2)
for rAAV6 and ssODN delivery, respectively. At 12–14 weeks, the
HDR rates declined precipitously to 0.66% ± 0.66% (n = 17) in recip-
ients of rAAV6-edited cells. Strikingly, HDR rates also declined, but
to a much lesser extent, to 4.136% ± 2.1% (n = 18) in recipients of
ssODN-edited cells (Figure 5F). The input NHEJ was 7% ± 1.4%
and 13.5% ± 3.7% for rAAV6 and ssODN donor template delivery
methods, respectively, and that remained unchanged at 3 weeks
post-transplant (rAAV6, 9% ± 3%; ssODN, 12.3% ± 2.1%) and
declined at 12–14 weeks (NHEJ rAAV6, 1.3% ± 0.85%; ssODN,
5% ± 2.7%; Figure 5G). HDR and NHEJ rates in the BM of NBSGW
mice in vivo were verified by MiSeq analysis (HDR rAAV6, 0.65% ±

0.65%; ssODN, 3.84% ± 2.1%; NHEJ rAAV6, 2.5% ± 2.5%; ssODN,
9.9% ± 5.3%; Figures S12A and S12B). An average of 120,534 pair-
wise-aligned MiSeq reads was obtained from each in vivo BM sample
(Figure S12C). Crispresso30 analysis identified that the BM samples of
rAAV6-edited animals had fewer frameshift mutations (1.4% in vivo)
compared to BM samples from ssODN-edited animals (5.3% in vivo;
Figure S12D).

A subset of each initial edited input CD34+ cell population was main-
tained in vitro in erythroid culture conditions and analyzed for globin
sub-types. rAAV6-edited cells exhibited 16.4% ± 6.8% and ssODN-
edited cells exhibited 12.42% ± 4.4% bS expression (Figure S12A).
The ex vivo BM cultures analyzed by HPLC expressed 3.8% bS

(n = 3 animals) in the ssODN-edited group. In contrast, bS was not
detected in the rAAV6- (n = 4 animals) or mock-edited samples
(n = 2 animals; Figure S13B). HPLC of the 69 burst-forming unit-
erythroid (BFU-E) colonies revealed 3/35 colonies derived from the
ssODN-edited group expressing bS, resulting in an average of
5.13% bS expression. In contrast, bS expression was not detected in
rAAV6-edited (n = 26 colonies) or mock-edited colonies (n = 8 col-
onies; Figures S13C and S13D). The HPLC profile of single colonies
for mock samples contained 97% HbA, whereas the edited groups
had a decrease in HbA and an increase in HbF (HbF rAAV6,
17.4%; ssODN, 17.9%) and/or HbS (Figures S13C and S13D).
Chromatograms of single-erythroid colonies derived from the
ssODN-edited group demonstrated bS expression levels of 38.7%,
84.5%, and 56.3% (Figures S14 and S15). Taken together, these data
demonstrate that ssODN-modified cells outperformed rAAV6-
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modifed cells in NBSGW mice in vivo, leading to both higher sus-
tained engraftment of HDR-edited cells and sickle globin expression.

DISCUSSION
Delivery of a DNA donor template comprises a crucial step in
achieving precise gene correction following targeted gene cleavage
in human HSCs. Importantly, the overall ratio of HDR to NHEJ
significantly impacts the potential clinical benefit of gene correction
in SCD. While significant previous work has separately assessed
alternative nuclease and donor template delivery methods, no direct
in vitro and in vivo comparison of the most efficient methods has
been performed to date. In the current study, we assessed the role
of alternative donor template delivery methods to achieve initial
gene conversion events in vitro as well as the impact on the survival,
stem-like potential, and sustained engraftment of edited cells in vivo.
Our combined data demonstrate the complexity and address some of
the challenges in achieving long-term clinical gene correction in SCD.
We observed no major differences in HSC viability, phenotype, or
expansion in vitro using rAAV6 compared with ssODN delivery.
However, we show that rAAV6 donor templates mediate consistently
higher HDR:NHEJ ratios. In contrast, in transplant experiments, we
show that higher levels of sustained HDR are achieved using HSCs
edited with ssODN donor templates.

We performed an initial screening of multiple candidate guide RNAs
spanning a 53-bp region around the sickle mutation site. As shown
here, sgRNA-g1 efficiently creates DSBs immediately adjacent to
the sickle mutation site (between 21 and 22 bp), and it was, therefore,
chosen as a potentially more useful guide than sgRNA-g6 (G10)21,22,24

that generates a DSB between 37 and 38 nt in exon 1 ofHBB, which is
16 bp away from the mutation site. Use of Cas9:sgRNA at a ratio of
1:2.5 promoted the highest levels of editing in human mPBSCs,
with no demonstrable off-target effects (Figures 1B, S1B, and S1C).
Of note, total editing rates increased 2.5-fold when using the nucleo-
fection system (Figure S1D), with increases in both HDR as well as
residual indels in vitro (Figures S2A and S5E). The nucleofection sys-
tem is now widely used to edit the HBB locus.22,31,32 Although the
increase in HDR using the nucleofection system is a favorable
outcome, it is associated with a parallel, clinically undesirable
increase in NHEJ that could be impactful when trying to preferen-
tially promote exonic repair. Following delivery of RNPs containing
sgRNA-g1, we tested the capacity of alternative rAAV6 cassettes
versus a series of ssODNs to drive nucleotide changes in the sixth
codon of exon 1 of HBB. Our in vitro studies demonstrated that
rAAV6 promotes greater rates of HDR than NHEJ (GTC rAAV6,
37.5% ± 15% HDR and 12.7% ± 5.3% NHEJ; Figure 2C); in contrast,
ssODN delivery drives more NHEJ than HDR (GTC ssODN, 11.9% ±

3.4% HDR and 17.4% ± 17.5% NHEJ; Figures 3C and 4A).

Importantly, in parallel with our in vitro analysis of gene editing, we
directly assessed the potential impact of alternative donor template
delivery methods on the sustained engraftment of HDR-edited cells.
We utilized the NBSGW humanized model that permits high levels of
humanHSC engraftment and facilitates studies of erythroid cells.33–35
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Tracking of edited cells in the BM and spleen at 12–14 weeks post-
transplant demonstrated that multi-lineage engraftment was achieved
in all recipients. However, overall human chimerism was lower in
recipients of rAAV6-edited cells compared to recipients transplanted
with mock- or ssODN-edited populations (Figure 5B). Relative
to input levels, HDR rates were lower in cells within the BM for
both donor template delivery platforms. This overall decline in
engraftment of HDR-edited cells is consistent with multiple
previous reports using each of these donor template delivery ap-
proaches.20,22,29,31,32,36,37 Notably, however, despite the loss of
HDR-edited cells in both settings, the proportion of HDR-edited cells
remained �6-fold higher (4.14%, n = 18 versus 0.66%, n = 17) in re-
cipients of ssODN-edited mPBSCs compared to cells modified with
rAAV6. Similarly, 5% NHEJ was detected in animals that were en-
grafted with ssODN-edited cells, while only 1.3% NHEJ was detected
in recipients of cells modified with rAAV6.

Our in vivo data suggest that, in comparison with ssODN-edited cells,
rAAV6-edited cells fail to engraft efficiently and/or are rapidly out-
competed by unedited cells. The negative impact of rAAV6 likely re-
flects a synergistic response to combined assaults to the HSC
compartment through DSBs and virally mediated template delivery.
These combined events and the presence of episomal AAV could alter
HSC metabolism, thereby limiting proliferation, survival, and/or self-
renewal.38 Alternatively, a smaller proportion of long-term HSCs
(LT-HSCs) could have been modified using rAAV6 delivery, leading
to a decline in long-term gene-modified cells. Importantly, consistent
with our molecular data showing very low HDR rates in engrafted
cells with rAAV6 delivery, bS expression was identified only when
engrafted BM cells were enriched for pooled 235+ erythroid cells
(data not shown). In contrast, we observed bS expression via
RP-HPLC analysis at levels (�5%) equivalent to our molecular data
in both pooled- and single-erythroid colonies in recipients of
ssODN-edited mPBSCs.

As a proof-of-concept study to compare donor template delivery
methods in driving gene correction, we introduced the sickle muta-
tion, thereby contributing to an overall lower engraftment of HDR-
edited cells than would be achieved following gene correction in
SCD patient cells. We introduced the sickle allele to provide a clear
functional phenotype for HDR, to compare different donor delivery
methods, to evaluate sustained HDR rates in vivo, and to assess globin
expression (sickle globin) in the BM. The E6V GTC change intro-
duces a disease mutation that is likely to confer a survival disadvan-
tage that affects the persistence of edited human cells in the BM, a
feature not present in most other studies. Of note, compared with
our findings, other groups utilizing co-delivery of RNP and rAAV6
donors targeting the HBB and CD40L loci, respectively, in mPBSCs
have reported higher sustained HDR rates in vivo (3.5%–4.4%).22,39

In both models, rAAV6-edited cells have equal survival opportunity
compared with wild-type cells to re-constitute the BM.

Even higher sustained HDR rates (10%–12%, and more recently
25.5%) using an rAAV6 donor template have been reported using
patient cord blood CD34+ cells in the correction of X-linked severe
combined immunodeficiency (SCID-X1).40,41 A higher engraftment
rate of CD34+ cells derived from cord blood (or fetal liver) compared
with mPBSCs and the lack of survival disadvantage likely account for
some of these differences.29 Additional improvement in engraftment
of AAV6-edited cells could potentially be achieved using the Lonza
nucleofection system in association with alternative culture condi-
tions, including lower cell seeding density following editing.36,41

These approaches may improve the survival of HDR-edited cells
and/or enrich for editing within long-term HSCs. However, within
the scope of this study, comparing introduction of the sickle mutation
into mobilized CD34+ cells from the same donor, ssODN delivery
substantially outperformed rAAV6 donor delivery based on
better sustained engraftment of HDR-edited cells within the BM at
12–14 weeks.

Consistent with our findings introducing the sickle mutation in
healthy donor mPBSCs, recent work using SCD patient-derived
mPBSCs and ssODN-based gene correction to revert the sickle
mutation resulted in sustained HDR rates of �20% in the BM at
16–20 weeks post-transplant.32 In contrast to HSCs edited to express
the sickle mutation (as in our study), homozygous sickle cells that un-
dergo mono-allelic or bi-allelic correction gain a fitness and/or sur-
vival advantage and outcompete cells homozygous for the sickle allele
as well as mutant cells with indels. As the next step toward clinical
application of HDR-based editing in SCD, we generated codon-
optimized sickle correction donor templates encoding an E6optE
amino acid change via HDR targeting. We achieved efficient HDR
rates in vitro using this approach in mPBSCs (rAAV6, 37.5%; ssODN,
29.6%). Testing these correction templates in patients with SCD will
provide important additional information regarding the potential for
clinical translation. Ideally, precise correction through HDR should
exceed the error-prone NHEJ outcomes when editing at the HBB
gene. However, based on selective advantage, the delivery of HSCs
with heterogeneous editing outcomes resulting in bA/b0, bA/bS, and
bA/bA would be predicted to functionally outperform bS/bS, bS/b0,
and b0/b0 alleles in vivo, providing a spectrum of outcomes more
desirable than homozygous sickle alleles.

Taken together, our findings provide the first demonstration that
ssODN delivery outperforms rAAV6 donor template delivery in
permitting sustained gene conversion outcomes in vivo in long-term
HSCs. As shown here, rAAV6 mediates more efficient HDR rates
in vitro, and it has previously been demonstrated by our group and
others tominimally impact in vivo function of gene-edited primary hu-
man T or B cells.26,42 Additional modifications, however, will likely be
required to increase the efficiency of AAV6 donor delivery to drive sus-
tained HDR in long-term HSCs to permit effective clinical translation.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
rAAV6 Production

rAAV6 stocks were produced as previously described.43 The rAAV6
vector, serotype helper, and HgT1-adeno helper plasmids44 were
transfected into HEK293T cells. Cells were harvested at 48 h, lysed,
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and treated with benzonase. An iodixanol density gradient was used
to purify the virions with recombinant rAAV6 genomes. The qPCR-
based titers of rAAV6 genomes were determined by using inverted
terminal repeat (ITR)-specific primers and probe.45 1%, 2%, and
3% of the culture volume were used for transducing rAAV6 into
mPBSCs.

CD34+ HSCs

Frozen mPBSCs were purchased from Cooperative Center for Excel-
lence in Hematology (CCEH) at Fred Hutchinson Cancer Research
Institute, Seattle, WA.

sgRNA and TALEN Designs

A search of the literature identified guide RNA sequences that are
widely used across groups to edit the HBB gene.22,24,31,32 We further
designed guides that were predicted to cut close to the sickle mutation
using CRISPR design tools (https://zlab.bio/guide-design-resources;
http://crispor.tefor.net/). All guides were synthesized as chemically
modified 20-O-methyl analogs with 30 phosphorothioate inter-
nucleotide linkages in the first three 50 and 30 terminal residues (Syn-
thego, CA).

Electroporation, Transduction of Cells, and Erythroid

Differentiation Culture

Alt-R S.p Cas9 Nuclease 3NLS protein was used for all studies
(Integrated DNA Technologies, Coralville, IA). The CD34+ cells
were cultured in stem cell growth medium (SCGM; CellGenix, NH)
with 100 ng/mL each of fms-like tyrosine kinase 3 ligand (FLT-3L),
thrombopoietin (TPO), human stem cell factor (hSCF), and inter-
leukin-6 (IL-6) (PeproTech, Rocky Hill, NJ). Cells were electropo-
rated 48 h after thaw, using the Neon electroporation system (Thermo
Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA) at 1,300 V, 20 ms, and 1 pulse or the
Lonza 4-D nucleofector (Lonza, Basel, Switzerland; CM149 protocol).
The Cas9 RNP was made right before electroporation or nucleofec-
tion by mixing 20 pmol Cas9 and 50 pmol sgRNA (per 2 � 105 cells,
ratio of 1:2.5 of Cas9:sgRNA). The RNP mixture was made fresh and
incubated at room temperature for 15 min. ssODN donor templates
were used at 100, 50, 25, and 12.5 pmol for every 2 � 105 cells, and
they were added into the mixture of RNP right before electroporation
or nucleofection. Cells after electroporation or nucleofection were
added to either rAAV6 containing SCGM media with cytokines (at
a 1%, 2%, or 3% culture volume; 3% GTC rAAV6 �MOI of 4,500–
5,100, 1% GAA rAAV6 �MOI of 2,190) or to plain SCGM media
with cytokines for ssODN-treated and control cells. The cells were
incubated in media overnight at 37�C for 18 h. After 18 h, the cells
were transferred to tissue culture non-treated plates containing Is-
cove’s modified Dulbecco’s medium (IMDM) with 1 ng/mL hIL-3,
2 IU/mL erythropoietin (EPO), 20 ng/mL hSCF, 20% heat-inactivated
fetal bovine serum (FBS), and 1% penicillin and streptomycin. (Fisher
Scientific, Hampton, NH and PeproTech, Rocky Hill, NJ). The cell
density was kept between 5 � 105 and 1 � 106 cells/mL to minimize
fetal hemoglobin induction due to proliferative stress or overcrowd-
ing.46,47 CD235 expression was monitored at day 14 by flow cytome-
try (Table S3).
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Measuring HDR Events with rAAV6 and ssODN Using ddPCR

gDNA was extracted (from cells cultured in vitro in differentiation
media on day 14) with DNeasy blood and tissue kit (QIAGEN,
Germantown, MD), and it was RNase treated. 100 ng gDNA was
treated with 6 units of EcoRV high-fidelity restriction enzyme
(EcoRV-HF; New England Biolabs, Ipswich, MA) at 37�C for
15 min to digest the gDNA outside of the amplicon region. ddPCR
forward and reverse primers (ddPCR F/R) were used to amplify a
210-bp amplicon. The assay was designed as a dual-probe assay,
with WT-hexachlorofluorescein (HEX) and HDR-6-carboxyfluor-
escein (FAM) probe31 run together, and the reference-HEX probe
was run in parallel in a separate well with the same ddPCR F/R
primers (Table S1), using ddPCR supermix for probes (no deoxy-
uridine-5’-triphosphate [dUTP], Bio-Rad). The droplets were
generated and amplified on a Bio-Rad thermocycler (95�C,
5 min; 94�C, 30 s; 56�C, 1 min; 72�C, 1 min; step 2, 49 cycles of
98�C, 10 min and 12�C, N). The FAM and HEX fluorescence in-
tensities were measured on the Bio-Rad QX200 machine (Bio-Rad,
Hercules, CA). The HDR (%) events (HDR-FAM+) and WT (WT-
HEX+) events were calculated after correction for the reference
gene (REF-HEX+; Table S1).

% HDR =
% HDR FAM +

Ref HEX +
and % WT=

%WT HEX +

Ref HEX +

(Figure S16)
Measuring Indel Frequencies

gDNA from day 10 post-electroporation was used to amplify the
1,250-bp amplicon around the cut site with forward and reverse
primers (HBB-F/R-1250; Table S1). The PCR products were cleaned
using NucleoSpin gel and PCR clean-up kit (Machery Nagel, Bethle-
hem, PA), and they were subject to Sanger sequencing with the
sequencing primer (SCL-F/R-386; Table S1). The sequences were
analyzed using TIDE or inference of CRISPR edits (ICE) algorithm
to measure INDELs following editing.48,49
MiSeq Analysis

The HBB (386-bp) and HBD (301-bp) gene-specific amplicons were
amplified from 200 ng gDNA using PrimeSTAR GXL DNA polymer-
ase (TaKaRa, Kusatsu, Japan) with MiSeq primers (Table S1). The
primers added an overhang adaptor sequence onto the amplicons.
Nextera 96-index kit (FC-121-1012, Illumina, San Diego, CA) was
used to add a 50 and 30 unique index to each sample. The samples
were purified with Agencourt AMPure XP (Beckman Coulter, Brea,
CA), and the band was verified on a PAGE gel. The samples were
measured and pooled to make libraries, and quality control was
done on Qubit (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA) and
analyzed on MiSeq 500 CycleV2 kit (Illumina, San Diego, CA) at
the Genomics core, Fred Hutchinson Cancer Research Institute, Seat-
tle, WA. The data were mined using the Crispresso2 algorithm.30

Analysis of HBB gene was used for quantitation of on-target gene
modification and HBD gene was used for quantitation of off-target
analysis.

https://zlab.bio/guide-design-resources
http://crispor.tefor.net/
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Engraftment Studies in NBSGW Mice

The NBSGW mice were purchased from Jackson Laboratories and
maintained in a designated pathogen-free facility at the Seattle
Children’s Research Institute (SCRI). All animal studies were per-
formed according to the Association for Assessment and Accredita-
tion of Laboratory Animal Care (AAALAC) standards and were
approved by the SCRI Institutional Animal Care and Use Commit-
tee (IACUC). In our experiments, 6- to 7-week-old NBSGW33–35

mice were busulfan (Selleckchem) treated 24 h before transplant
of edited cells. 2 � 106 edited cells were infused by tail vein 24 h
after editing. The animals in the mock treatment group received
2 � 106 cells that were cultured for 48 h under identical conditions
but were not electroporated. The animals were monitored regularly.
The BM and spleen from these animals were harvested at 3 weeks
and 12–14 weeks after transfer, and the cells were analyzed for hu-
man chimerism of hCD45+ and mCD45+ and multi-lineage engraft-
ment of CD19+, CD33+, CD235+, CD3+, CD34+, and CD38+ cells
(Table S3). The gDNA from BM cells was harvested and analyzed
by ddPCR to determine HDR (%) and WT (%). The indels were
analyzed by ICE sequencing. The BM cells were cultured in
erythroid differentiation media for 2 weeks after harvest. The cells
from ex vivo differentiation cultures were measured for CD235+

expression by flow cytometry. The cells were also pelleted, washed,
and analyzed by RP-HPLC at 2 weeks post-harvest to look for
globin expression. BM cells (30,000 cells/plate/3 mL methylcellu-
lose) were added to MethoCult complete media (STEMCELL Tech-
nologies, Vancouver, Canada) and plated for colony-forming unit
(CFU) analysis. Single BFU-E colonies were picked at 14 days
post-harvest, lysed in water, and analyzed by IEC for globin
expression.

Statistical Analysis

The data collected from experiments were analyzed on Graph Pad
Prism 7 using two-way ANOVA with Dunnett’s multiple compari-
sons test. All samples across groups were compared to control
or mock-treated cells to evaluate significance (ns, not significant;
*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001, and ****p < 0.0001).
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